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ABSTRACT

Indian’s economy is agricultural based. Agriculture provides maximum employment in
the country. Unfortunately, crop production is heavily affected by the pests and
diseases. In addition to refinement in the existing management practices, there is a
need for simulation models to assess the potential of emerging pathogens for a given
crop production system and also shift in pathogen populations/fitness that may demand
modifications in current production systems. Forecasting models which allows
investigating multiple scenarios and interactions simultaneously has become most
important for disease prediction, impact assessment and application of disease
management measures. Many weather driven epidemiological models have been
developed and used to predict plant disease epidemics under variable climate. Most
forecasting models are meant for tactical and strategic decisions. Similarly, the Mill’s
Table also had been modified for Apple scab epidemic under H.P conditions. Moreover,
remote sensing and image analysis have been used in plant diseases epidemiology to
forecast the plant diseases. These epidemiological tools have been designed to help
the farmers in enhancing the efficiency and adequacy of disease management. A
complete knowledge of these epidemiological tools provide quick, fast and accurate
prediction of disease and helps in timely disease control.
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